FUMC ESL 11-17-2022 High Intermediate and Advanced Lesson
Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now.
GRAMMAR: Present Tense or Present Continuous: Choose the correct answer.
1.I bought this new dress today. How (is it looking/does it look)?
2.The garden (measures/ is measuring) 12 ft. by 20 ft.
3.I (doubt/am doubting) that the plane will take o on time.
4.Thanks for your message. I (apologize/ am apologizing) for not getting back to you sooner.
5.I bought this dress for Ann today, but it (doesn’t t/ is not tting) her.
6.I (admit/ am admitting) I made a mistake.
7. I (see/ am seeing) lots of birds in this park.
8.I (I promise/ I’m promising) to nd time to show you around the city.
9. She (believes/ is believing) me now.
10. This bread (consists/is consisting) of our, water, and yeast.
11. I (doubt/ am doubting) that Robert is the man for the job.
12. They (own/ are owning) many houses in the central area of the city.
Pronunciation: The K sound and G sound sound similar. Practice saying these word pairs.
cot - got

cane - gain

came - game

come - gum

curl - girl

rack - rag

back - bag

pick - pig

hawk - hog

bicker - bigger

tacked - tagged

dock - dog

Match these de nitions with the words above.
a) a small, narrow bed that folds up
b) to argue
c) to get something useful
d) a long stick with a curved handle used to help in walking
e) a frame for holding things like coats and hats
f) to attach a tag to something
g) attach something to a wall or board with a thumbtack
h) to choose
i) a place you can tie a boat up
Choose the right word in each paragraph. Discuss the questions with classmates.
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1-This condo is really nice and the (ask for / asking) price is not bad, but the monthly
homeowner (fares / fees) are quite high. It might put this unit (beyond my reach /beyond my
control). Considering the total monthly cost, I don't think we can (a ord / allow) it.

Is it harder to a ord housing here than in your country?
2-Jim made his (treasure / fortune) selling real estate. He was not born (wealthy / wealth). HIs
story is one of (rags to bags/ rags to riches).
Is life easier if you are born wealthy?
3-I bought this jacket yesterday. It was an (expensive / rich ) jacket, but was (priced / charged)
to sell. The price was ( shortened / reduced) because it was almost summer. It was (a steal / a
plot).
Do you like to shop the sales?
4-The old couple were ( retired / tired) and had only their ( wage / pension ) to live on. They
really had to ( pitch / pinch) pennies to survive.
What would you cut out of your budget if you were trying to save money?
5-In her job, she (gains / earns) more than her husband. His ( wages / debt ) are barely enough
to pay the mortgage. He wants to be the (breadbaker / breadwinner) of the family, but as a
teacher, he will never make enough to ( support / earn) them. Their combined (income / hire)
allows them to ( borrow / lend ) money for a bigger house.
Is it di cult when the wife makes more money than the husband?
6-Here's a hundred dollar (notice/ bill). I'll let the waiter keep the change. He is on his (feet /
ankles) all day. He deserves a big (bill / tip).
What amount do you tip in a restaurant?
7-Tickets for the World Series were selling at a ( market / premium) because this might be the
last game. I was able to get twice (face value / foot value) when I sold them.
Would you prefer tickets to a play, a concert, an opera or a sporting event?
8-The toys I made weren't selling well. I decided to ( cut my hair / cut my losses) and reduce
the ( market / price) to get rid of them. After all that work, I was only able to (break the bank /
break even).
Have you ever tried selling things that you make? Were you successful?
9-I was able to buy my rst house ( for a song/ for a bird) because it was in a bad
neighborhood. But now this is an up and coming neighborhood and (prices / terms) are going
(through the roof / through the oor). I expect to (clean up / clean down) when I sell it.
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What is an advantage of owning your own home over renting your home?

10-The company (cut me a check / cut me a steak) for my travel (debts /expenses), so I'm
feeling (wealthy / wealth). Let me (arm the bill / foot the bill) for the drinks.
If a man asks a woman on a date and they go to a restaurant, who should pay the bill?
11-The (going rate / going fast) for Disney World tickets these days is over one hundred dollars
per day. That is really expensive, but my kid's love it, so it is worth every (money / penny).
Have you been to Disney world? What did you think of it?
12. Are you (in arrangement with / in agreement with) the (terms / names) of the contract? If so,
you need to get the contract (notarized / motorized).
Have you had to sign any contracts since arriving in the U.S.? Talk about that experience. Do
you know how and where to get something notarized? A person who notarizes documents is
called a notary.
13. Their (lifestyle/ lifeworth) changed completely with the birth of their rst child. They had far
less time for (theirselves / themselves).
Do you think children usually result in a major lifestyle change? Is it for the better or worse?
14. Is your salary at your new job (comparable / rare) with that of your old job?
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This could be a really rude question, depending upon who you were asking. Who would you
feel comfortable asking about money? Do you and your spouse agree about money?

